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Including discussion of the controversial practice of female genital mutilation, Colonial Inscriptions presents an African
American woman's views of how images of African colonialism have been influenced by European and American racism
and sexual fantasies.

Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: The Production of Women:
Kikuyu Gender and Politics at the Beginning of the ColonialEra A discourse of male dominance competed
with a discourse of female power among the Kikuyu represented in colonial ethnographies. Although Kikuyu
men and women jointly participated in some activities, and certain positions could be held by either men or
women, Kikuyu conceived of their system as one in which women were excluded from political decision
making. Colonial writers captured this ideology of male dominance in their reports and analyses of Kikuyu
social and political structure, and they recorded many folktales and proverbs that repeat the same theme. I am
interested in showing here, however, that a central ideology, even one congruent with an overt political
structure, can exist in tensed opposition to alternative or counterhegemonic ideologies whether it is derived
from a close study of social processes or as implicit knowledge in folklore. Women managed the distribution
of food. Early colonial ethnographers sought structure, positions, and authoritiesâ€” systems to rule
throughâ€”and failed to recognize social processes. Several ethnographers represented Kikuyu politics as a
hierarchical system of councils kiama from family to district level. One identified kiama as a rank instead of a
group of which a male elder could be a member Routledge and Routledge Instead of focusing on the statuses
and structure of the political system , I askwhen and how did kiama come into being, what was the distribution
28 2 The Production of Women of power within the kiama, and what was the process by which power wielded
in the kiama wasachieved? In my reexamination of colonial ethnographies with these new questions and
points of view, I found evidence to support the interpretation that Kikuyu political relationships were an open
field with variable alliances among villages and with influential men amassing power through their position on
councils, in the kinship system, and through their stewardship of land. Women were crucial in turning land
and its products into political resources. Constructing the Past I must tease out information about
turn-of-the-century Kikuyu from sources written during the colonial period and later. In her strong argument
for the recognition and use of the work of our predecessors, and for acknowledgment of the interpretive
aspects in our reading of the ethnographic literature, Larcom encouraged the kind of reading strategy I adopt
here, a strategy that yields bits and pieces of old patterns and fabrics that I work together into new
possibilities. Other sources, such as the early ethnographers W. The Akikuyu of British East Africa ,
strategically displaced colonized Africans into a distant past, so that they could be brought into the present by
British imperialism. These volumes must be read keeping in mind the conditions of their production and the
ethics and methods of the writers. The other works I rely on heavily are Routledge and Routledge and Cagnolo
Routledge and Routledge, a husband and wife team, give us one of the oldest You are not currently
authenticated. View freely available titles:
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Moses, of Little Compton, d. July 16, , ae. July 26, , ae. Josiah, of Fort Dummer, d. May 13, , ae 78 yrs. June
26, , ae 68 yrs. June 21, , ae. June 11, , d. July 15, , in her 77th year. May 6, , in his 50th year. Ebenezer
Hindsdale, who was born on her return from captivity in Canada. Her husbands were Lieut. Mehuman
Hindsdale and George Beal. By first she had two sons, Samuel and John , d. John Williams of Deerfield and
w. Ebenezer Hindsdale, caused their names and destinies to be thus recorded together. July 18, , ae. May 15, ,
ae. May 30, , in his 36th year. Son of Isaac and Dinah. June 8, , ae. May 18, , ae. Arthur Browne, the first
church minister settled in N. Distinguished soldier in French, Indian and Revolutionary Wars. Cemeteries
copied by C. Mudgett in N. July 25, , ae. June 30, , ae 80 yrs. Reading, , graduated at Har. Joseph Emerson of
Malden, d. June 30, , in her 28th year. June 7, , in her 36th year. July 26, , in his 26th year. June 27, , ae. May
22, , in her 75th year. May 21, , in his 74th year. June 7, , in her 59th year. July 12, , ae 77 yrs. June 19, , ae.
June 16, , in his 56th year. July 1, , in her 68th year. Hist, of Hollis, G. May 21, , ae. June 14, , ae. July 2, , ae.
Africa, slave in America, d. Hist, of Jaffrey Chapt. July 11, , ae. May 2, , ae. Revolutionary soldiers listed in
D. Carpenter , p. July 12, , in her 82nd year. June 15, , in her 49th year. June 12, , ae. June 13, , ae. June 7, , in
his 81st year. May 17, , ae. May 18, , in her 26th year. June 4, , ae. June 10, , in her 79th year. July 19, , ae.
June 14, , in her 57th year. May 21, , in her 88th year. May 10, , ae. Shot by Indians in Durham, May 22, Fell
upon boulder which still shows the stain of her blood. May 9, , ae. May 25, , ae. May 29, , ae. July 14, , ae.
Dec 30, , ae. June 6, , ae. May 24, , d. May 11, , ae.
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This is one of the methodological caveats in Carolyn Martin Shaw's Colonial Inscriptions, which, in my opinion, is one of
the most important works to emerge in recent African scholarship. Written with elegance, it does not shy away from
theoretical sophistication.

Non indigenous filmmakers sympathetic to the project of respectful and humane representation have also
attempted to counter the r eductive inscription of indigeneity in film. The works of these filmmakers strive to
wrest claims of authenticity concerning representations of the indigenous away from the commercial mode of
filmmaking. Dominant cultures have traditionally turned to the i ndigenous as a kind of timeless wellspring of
authenticity, so indigenous filmmakers and their allies have a particular stake in reclaiming and re inscribing
authenticity to express their own experiences and idioms. Mainstream cinema in the United States i nvokes the
indigenous in a variety of ways. No single stereotype or image consistently sums up the history of
representation. In the Western genre, the indigenous often figure as "savage Indians" who threaten westward
expansion and white settlement. L They [the natives] were mostly grave and taciturn, hospitable, generous,
brave, and possessed of wonderful self control in both bearing pain and repressing all show of joy or sorrow.
On the other hand, they were often deceitful and treacherous, always cunning and suspicious, cruel,
improvident, and indisposed to labor except in war and the chase. They never forgot either a kindness or an
injury They were given to few words, but their language was full of eloquence. Their sight and hearing were
remarkably acute. Nothing escaped their observation, and they were singularly sagacious in drawing
conclusions from signs which Europeans would not no tice at all. For the hunting grounds and graves of their
ancestors they cherished a patriotic attachment. Quackenbos 19 In cinematic representations of the indigenous
and their antecedents, the colonial culture projects on the indigenous whatever attri butes and behaviors that
serve the racial supremacist fantasy and expansionist agenda, leading to necessarily amorphous and incoherent
characterizations of the indigenous. Beyond the Western, ethnographic films, most prominent among them
Nanook of the Nort h , similarly enclose the indigenous in a temporal historical episteme, rendering the
indigenous as artifacts of human simplicity and authenticity. In the ethnographic film, documenting the
indigenous offers a window into the pre modern that was inev itably swept away by progress. This construct
ion is essentially romantic and rarely concerned with the veracity of what appears on screen. The ethnographic
film often takes for granted that the indigenous people appearing on film are representative of the typical
indigenous lifestyle at the time of filming and that this lifestyle represents a continuation of ancient customs
and behaviors. N Many films in the later twentieth century attempted to portray a more positive image of the
indigenous, representing Na tive Americans as deeply spiritual beings with an unbreakable connection to the
natural world. Films such as Dances with Wolves , Pocahontas , and even Avatar fit into this category as
visions of the indigenous symptomatic of what Robe rt Baird calls the "New Age Indian wannabe syndrome"
Avatar is not explicitly about Native Americans, but the humanoid alien people in the film bear a remarkable
resemblance to the North American indigenous of the cultural imaginary. These New Age indigenous films
abandon the conventional territory of the Western without challenging the fundamental cultural assumptions
that characterize the genre. No lon ger concerned with justifying colonial settlement and expansion against the
backdrop of the mythic West, they lament the destruction of indigenous peoples and cultures but fail to
supplant or challenge white supremacy or the narrative centrality of the whi te hero. The Fast Runner ,
filmmakers of both indigenous and non indigenous backgrounds have countered popular representations of the
indigenous in several ways: E dominant mode of filmmaking, thereby rejecting the form and context of
popular representation. These filmmakers seek to re envision the history and meaning of indigenous life
through cinema. Yet, commercial film culture has not yet acce pted or embraced their revisions in full. This
honors thesis originates in an effort to take stock of the different forms of cinematic representation of
indigenous peoples in North America. Representations of the aboriginal peoples of Australia, the indigenous
of South a nd Central America, and indigenous peoples scattered through hundreds of locales throughout the
world merit analysis, but the scope of my inquiry is necessarily limited by space. Moreover, the cinema of
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North America is especially fertile ground for examin ing representations of the indigenous. First, the quantity
of production is key. This is truer for the U. Thomas Schatz describes the Hollywood studio era as, a period
when various social, industrial, technological, economic, and aesthetic forces struck a delicate balancethrough
four decades to provide a consistent system of production and consumption, a set of formalized creative
practices and constraints, and thus a body of work with a uniform style" 8. The productivity and stylistic
consistency of this era propelled the "Holl ywood Indian" into its status as the archetypical form of indigenous
representation, as a kind of inscriptive default. We still understand PAGE 8! M representations of the
indigenous across the globe as flowing with or against the Hollywood stream of representation. This is
especially true when we consider indigenous filmmakers and their sympathetic peers in the dominant culture.
Native American per formances were among the first filmed images. No cinematic form or genre is more
explicitly invested in authenticity than the documentary. Before proceeding to a discussi on and analysis of
individual films, the topic requires a review and definition of a number of key terms that will recur frequently.
First, any discussion of the indigenous necessitates a working definition of the term. Dispute and controver sy
surround que stions of who is indigenous. Indeed, official membership in!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! X and
acceptance by an indigenous community or tribe depends upon much more than mere self identification and
often involves layers of bureaucracy and arbitration. The new arrivals later became dominan t through
conquest, occupation, settlement or other means" "Indigenous Peoples, Indigenous Voices" 1. Attempting to
define authenticity engen ders even greater confusion and ambiguity, but we can define some basic
assumptions. In standard usage, authenticity denotes truth, reality, originality, conformity to factual consensus,
and all such related concepts. This understanding naturally necessitates locating the parameters of true
existence. Sigmund Freud provides a psychological foundation for defining authenti city. Freud located the
truth of existence in his metaphorical contest between Eros and Thanatos, where the drive for life and the
preservation of the species conflicts with the drive for destruction and death. The individual identity is the
product of con stant conflict and mediation between these two forces. In his critique of existentialist jargon,
Theodor Adorno locates authenticity in the confrontation of personal mortality: Y lying ahead of that possib
ility which is not to be o utstripped" Jargon Film documents time and is always, by the nature of the medium,
a record of the past, even if the film in question is a narrative piece set in the present or future. Photography
and its kinetic descendant, film, have a connection to representatio nal authenticity unrivaled by the other fine
arts and modes of representational production. Photography reproduces reality through a chemical process that
no artist, despite their skill or devotion, could mat ch in its objectivity. D interpret the world around them in
new and exciting ways. A photograph is a prec ise documentation of an instant in time and space. Film is a
less precise documentation of the motion and alteration of space through time. Nevertheless, both photography
and film capture a kind of visual reality and preserve it The aesthetic immortality of the photographic image
fulfi lls the impulse to maintain the self beyond physical death. The process might reveal that at the origin of
painting and sculpture there lies a mummy complex" The arts attempt to preserve the living beyond death
through accurate representation. Photography and film achieve objective representation, satisfying the
requirements for realism where other media necessarily fall short, earning these new forms an innate
authenticity. In the s, Dziga Vertov and other Soviet filmmakers introduced a concept of cinema called kino
pravda, literally "film truth," wherein the filmmak er documented scenes of everyday life involving non actors
going about their business, sometimes without the knowledge that they were being filmed. In films, such as
Man with a Movie Camera , Vertov experimented with form, breaking with the continuou s editing technique
and traditional narrative form of Hollywood and pre revolutionary Russian cinema in favor of a non linear
montage technique. Kino pravda influenced many film movements around the world in the decades after its
formulation. Other film movements and directors have constructed aesthe tics of authenticity unrelated to or in
direct contrast to the concepts and techniques of kino pravda and its descendants. New German Cinema is one
of many examples of such movements. The indigenous typically figure as part of the mythic past, as symbols
of an older era wiped out by the inevitable march of progress and civilization. That the indigenous in most of
the world were decimated by disease, starvation, war, dispossession, and various means of marginalization
contributes to their status as symbols of death and su ffering a kind of permanent state of death and suffering
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as it is located in the past and by extension authenticity. The most basic claim or linkage of the indigenous to
authenticity resides in the definition of indigeneity, which signifies original inhabi tation of a particular
geographical region. The indigenous are always understood as "original people," the ones with a natural
historical right to their territory, though that has rarely factored into settlements of legal factual ownership.
The indigenous are perceived as the authentic inhabitants of their ancestral territory, regardless of the current
legal landowners. Few people among the dominant culture in settler colonial societies will deny the
dispossession of the indigenous, even while hesitating to support reparations or any form of remuneration for
that dispossession. It is a general truism that cultures tend to derive authenticity from historical originality.
Nativist movements are particularly concerned with defining who is part of the "real" cit izenry at the
exclusion of the Other, the non real non citizens. Members of European American nativist movements cite
their earlier date of immigration as justification fo r their national authenticity in contrast to people who
arrived in more recent waves of immigration. Race, class, and religious affiliation complicate notions of
citizenship, belonging, and nation, but nativist rhetoric in general is more explicitly concer ned with a
chronology of migration that ignores, obviates, or otherwise downplays the presence of an indigenous
population. Indigenous nativist movements, such as the pan indigenous Ghost Dance movement, are also
fixated on an authenticity derived from a m igratory timeline that validates the members as the original and
rightful territorial claimants. Such movements often encompass a spiritual and racial component as well. Even
the alternative names for various groups of indigenous, such as the First Nations people of Canada, reflect this
notion of authenticity through a temporal geographic originality. Representations of the indigenous whether
historical, literary, visual, or political may be traced back through the centuries to the earliest records of con
tact. In his journal from his voyage, Columbus writes, "The natives are an inoffensive people a simple race,
and with delicate bodies I could conquer the whole of them with fifty men, and govern them as I pleased"
"Christopher Columbus: Extracts from Journal" n. They could be useful as slave labor. Otherwise, they should
PAGE 15! L be cast aside as impediments to progress and enrichment, having no le gal claim to the land they
are occupying and its vast resources. Secondary accounts, interpretations, and representations of the
indigenous that confirmed these stereotypes abounded over time. Supposedly sympathetic representations of
the indigenous hav e also appeared throughout history, but they are equally problematic in their
generalizations and reductions, denying to the indigenous the interiority and individuality requisite for
humanization. Some of the most famous and influential among these includ e: Lo, the poor Indian! In his
research on the tribes of the Iroquois Confederacy, Marx describes what he perceives as a pre modern and
thriving proto socialist society. His findings lead him to the conclusion that "primitive commun ities had
incomparably greater vitality than the Semitic, Greek, Roman and a fortiori the modern capitalist societies"
qtd. Imperialists, artists, poets, intellectuals, and politicians have all appropriated indigenous authenticity for
their own various ideological purposes. One could continue to trace the roots of indigenous representation in
cinema to other historical antecedents, but given that this essay is concerned narrowly with cinematic
representation, the focus m ust turn now to the ni neteenth through twenty first centuries. The first films of
indigenous peoples were short pieces well under a minute that capture supposedly authentic tribal dances. The
actors include adults and children dressed in what is assumed to be traditional tribal garb engaged in a
performance of indigenous authenticity. Walthall plays her Indian lover, Alessandro. Ramona is based on the
popular novel of the same name by Helen Hunt Jackson. Jackson was a strong critic o f U.
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Chapter 4 : Bamboo colonial case with carved inscriptions and anthropomorphic figures â€“ Marcos e Marc
Colonial Inscriptions Carolyn Martin Shaw Published by University of Minnesota Press Shaw, Martin. Colonial
Inscriptions: Race, Sex, and Class in Kenya.

Within the arch is a statue of Jesus Christ The stele plural stelae , as it is called in an archaeological context, is
one of the oldest forms of funerary art. Originally, a tombstone was the stone lid of a stone coffin , or the
coffin itself, and a gravestone was the stone slab that was laid over a grave. Now all three terms are also used
for markers placed at the head of the grave. Some graves in the 18th century also contained footstones to
demarcate the foot end of the grave. This sometimes developed into full kerb sets that marked the whole
perimeter of the grave. Many cemeteries and churchyards have removed those extra stones to ease grass
cutting by machine mower. Note that in some UK cemeteries the principal, and indeed only, marker is placed
at the foot of the grave. Owing to soil movement and Downhill creep on gentle slopes, older headstones and
footstones can often be found tilted at an angle. Over time, this movement can result in the stones being sited
several metres away from their original location. Graves, and any related memorials are a focus for mourning
and remembrance. The names of relatives are often added to a gravestone over the years, so that one marker
may chronicle the passing of an entire family spread over decades. Since gravestones and a plot in a cemetery
or churchyard cost money, they are also a symbol of wealth or prominence in a community. Some gravestones
were even commissioned and erected to their own memory by people who were still living, as a testament to
their wealth and status. In a Christian context , the very wealthy often erected elaborate memorials within
churches rather than having simply external gravestones. Crematoria frequently offer similar alternatives to
families who do not have a grave to mark, but who want a focus for their mourning and for remembrance.
Carved or cast commemorative plaques inside the crematorium for example may serve this purpose. Materials[
edit ] A cemetery may follow national codes of practice or independently prescribe the size and use of certain
materials, especially in a conservation area. Some may limit the placing of a wooden memorial to six months
after burial, after which a more permanent memorial must be placed. Others may require stones of a certain
shape or position to facilitate grass-cutting. Headstones of granite , marble and other kinds of stone are usually
created, installed, and repaired by monumental masons. Cemeteries require regular inspection and
maintenance, as stones may settle, topple and, on rare occasions, fall and injure people; [1] or graves may
simply become overgrown and their markers lost or vandalised. Restoration is a specialized job for a
monumental mason. Even overgrowth removal requires care to avoid damaging the carving. For example, ivy
should only be cut at the base roots and left to naturally die off, never pulled off forcefully. Many materials
have been used as markers. Stone[ edit ] Fieldstones. The earliest markers for graves were natural fieldstone ,[
citation needed ] some unmarked and others decorated or incised using a metal awl. Granite is a hard stone
and requires skill to carve by hand. Modern methods of carving include using computer-controlled rotary bits
and sandblasting over a rubber stencil. Leaving the letters, numbers and emblems exposed on the stone, the
blaster can create virtually any kind of artwork or epitaph. Both limestone and marble take carving well.
Marble is a recrystallised form of limestone. The mild acid in rainwater can slowly dissolve marble and
limestone over time, which can make inscriptions unreadable. Portland stone was a type of limestone
commonly used in Englandâ€”after weathering, fossiliferous deposits tend to appear on the surface. Marble
became popular from the early 19th century, though its extra cost limited its appeal. Sandstone is durable, yet
soft enough to carve easily. Some sandstone markers are so well preserved that individual chisel marks are
discernible, while others have delaminated and crumbled to dust. Delamination occurs when moisture gets
between the layers of the sandstone. As it freezes and expands the layers flake off. In the 17th century,
sandstone replaced field stones in Colonial America. Yorkstone was a common sandstone material used in
England. Slate can have a pleasing texture but is slightly porous and prone to delamination. It takes lettering
well, often highlighted with white paint or gilding. The Majmuna Stone , a tombstone with an Arabic
inscription dated on a reused Roman marble block. Now exhibited at the Gozo Museum of Archaeology.
Jewish cemetery in Otwock Karczew-Anielin , Poland. Gravestone showing death date of , Wormshill.
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Wooden grave markers stored at Heidal Church, Norway Iron. Iron grave markers and decorations were
popular during the Victorian era in the United Kingdom and elsewhere, often being produced by specialist
foundries or the local blacksmith. Cast iron headstones have lasted for generations while wrought ironwork
often only survives in a rusted or eroded state. Actually sand cast zinc , but called white bronze for marketing
purposes. Almost all, if not all, zinc grave markers were made by the Monumental Bronze Company of
Bridgeport, CT, between and They are in cemeteries of the period all across the U. This was a popular
material during the Georgian and Victorian era , and almost certainly before, in Great Britain and elsewhere.
Some could be very ornate, although few survive beyond 50â€” years due to natural decomposition. Trees or
shrubs, particularly roses, may be planted, especially to mark the location of ashes. This may be accompanied
by a small inscribed metal or wooden marker. Inscriptions[ edit ] Markers sometimes bear inscriptions. The
information on the headstone generally includes the name of the deceased and their date of birth and death.
Such information can be useful to genealogists and local historians. Larger cemeteries may require a discreet
reference code as well to help accurately fix the location for maintenance. The placement of inscriptions is
traditionally placed on the forward-facing side of the memorial but can also be seen in some cases on the
reverse and around the edges of the stone itself. Some families request that an inscription be made on the
portion of the memorial that will be underground. Blest be the man that spares these stones, And cursed be he
that moves my bones. Or a warning about mortality , such as this Persian poetry carved on an ancient
tombstone in the Tajiki capital of Dushanbe. We captured the whole world through our courage and strength,
Yet could take nothing with us to our grave. Remember me as you pass by, As you are now, so once was I, As
I am now, so you will be, Prepare for death and follow me. Since the invention of photography, a gravestone
might include a framed photograph or cameo of the deceased; photographic images or artwork showing the
loved one, or some other image relevant to their life, interests or achievements are sometimes now engraved
onto smooth stone surfaces. Some headstones use lettering made of white metal fixed into the stone, which is
easy to read but can be damaged by ivy or frost. Deep carvings on a hard-wearing stone may weather many
centuries exposed in graveyards and still remain legible. Those fixed on the inside of churches , on the walls ,
or on the floor often as near the altar as possible may last much longer: For example, by studying cemeteries
used by immigrant communities, [6] some languages were found to be carved "long after the language ceased
to be spoken" in the communities. Form and decoration[ edit ] This section needs additional citations for
verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may
be challenged and removed. August An equestrian motif on an 11th-century Swedish gravestone. Islamic
cemetery in Sarajevo , with columnar headstones Gravestones may be simple upright slabs with semi-circular,
rounded, gabled, pointed-arched, pedimental, square or other shaped tops. During the 18th century, they were
often decorated with memento mori symbolic reminders of death such as skulls or winged skulls, winged
cherub heads, heavenly crowns, urns or the picks and shovels of the grave digger. Somewhat unusual were
more elaborate allegorical figures , such as Old Father Time , or emblems of trade or status , or even some
event from the life of the deceased particularly how they died. Large tomb chests, false sarcophagi as the
actual remains were in the earth below, or smaller coped chests were commonly used by the gentry as a means
of commemorating a number of members of the same family. In the 19th century, headstone styles became
very diverse, ranging from plain to highly decorated, and often using crosses on a base or other shapes
differing from the traditional slab. They might be replaced by more elaborately carved markers, such as
crosses or angels. Simple curb surrounds, sometimes filled with glass chippings, were popular during the
midth century. Islamic headstones are traditionally more a rectangular upright shaft, often topped with a
carved topknot symbolic of a turban ; but in Western countries more local styles are often used. Some form of
simple decoration may be employed. Special emblems on tombstones indicate several familiar themes in many
faiths.
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